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A B S T R A C T

Background: Non-metastatic muscle invasive urothelial bladder cancer (MIBC) has a poor prognosis and standard
of care (SOC) includes neoadjuvant cisplatin-based chemotherapy (NAC) combined with cystectomy. Patients
receiving NAC have at best <10% improvement in five-year overall survival compared to cystectomy alone. This
major clinical problem underscores gaps in our understanding of resistance mechanisms and a need for reliable
pre-clinical models. The chicken embryo chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) represents a rapid, scalable, and cost-
effective alternative to immunocompromised mice for establishing patient-derived xenografts (PDX) in vivo. CAM-
PDX leverages an easily accessible engraftment scaffold and vascular-rich, immunosuppressed environment for
the engraftment of PDX tumors and subsequent functional studies.
Methods: We optimized engraftment conditions for primary MIBC tumors using the CAM-PDX model and tested
concordance between cisplatin-based chemotherapy response of patients to matching PDX tumors using tumor
growth coupled with immunohistochemistry markers of proliferation and apoptosis. We also tested select kinase
inhibitor response on chemotherapy-resistant bladder cancers on the CAM-PDX using tumor growth measure-
ments and immuno-detection of proliferation marker, Ki-67.
Results: Our results show primary, NAC-resistant, MIBC tumors grown on the CAM share histological character-
istics along with cisplatin-based chemotherapy resistance observed in the clinic for matched parent human tumor
specimens. Patient tumor specimens acquired after chemotherapy treatment (post-NAC) and exhibiting NAC
resistance were engrafted successfully on the CAM and displayed decreased tumor growth size and proliferation in
response to treatment with a dual EGFR and HER2 inhibitor, but had no significant response to either CDK4/6 or
FGFR inhibition.
Conclusions: Our data suggests concordance between cisplatin-based chemotherapy resistance phenotypes in
primary patient tumors and CAM-PDX models. Further, proteogenomic informed kinase inhibitor use on MIBC
CAM-PDX models suggests a benefit from integration of rapid in vivo testing of novel therapeutics to inform more
complex, pre-clinical mouse PDX experiments for more effective clinical trial design aimed at achieving optimal
precision medicine for patients with limited treatment options.
1. Introduction Standard of care treatment consists of neoadjuvant cisplatin-based
Muscle invasive urothelial bladder cancer (MIBC) is a high grade
cancer of the urothelial lining that has a poor prognosis when locally
advanced or node metastatic with 5-year survival probability of 30–40%.
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apy. Outcomes for patients presenting with MIBC have not improved in
recent years, and standard of care neoadjuvant chemotherapy provides at
best <10% improvement in a five-year overall survival over cystectomy
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alone. Furthermore, patients with residual muscle invasive disease
following NAC are at high risk to succumb to their disease. The recent
approval of Nivolumab (anti-PD-1 checkpoint inhibition) for adjuvant
therapy provides some hope for improvement in outcome (Bajorin et al.,
2021), but the majority of MIBC patients do not respond to checkpoint
inhibitors. This paucity of therapeutic advances is in part due to the lack
of reliable pre-clinical models that accurately predict response to
chemotherapy and/or investigational therapeutic small molecules.

The chick embryo chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) represents a
highly versatile, scalable, and cost-efficient xenograft platform. Since its
utility as a self-contained in vivo model for cancer research was realized
(Murphy, 1913), the CAM has been leveraged extensively to generate
numerous tumor models (DeBord et al., 2018). The vascular CAM sup-
ports and nourishes the developing embryo, and can likewise support
patient-derived xenograft (PDX) tumors and cancer cell lines. In addition
to robust vasculature, the CAM is easily accessible and is naturally im-
mune deficient during the majority of chick embryonic development.
These characteristics make it an ideal platform to grow cell lines or pri-
mary human tumor tissue until the adaptive immune system matures at
approximately embryonic day 18 (E18) and rejects the xenograft. Cell
and primary tumor xenografts on the CAM form three-dimensional,
vascularized tumors, which maintain properties of cancer cells growing
in vivo that are often lost in two-dimensional or simple
three-dimensional tissue culture models (Ribatti, 2014). Examples of
such properties include epithelial stromal interactions, tumor angiogenic
properties, and complex three-dimensional cell-to-cell interactions.
These features make the CAM xenograft models ideal and well suited for
studying cancer cell processes such as growth, invasion, angiogenesis,
and metastasis of human tumor cells into the developing chick embryo
visceral organs in a relatively short period of time (Deryugina and
Quigley, 2008a; b; Ribatti, 2014; Vantaku et al., 2019; Vantaku et al.,
2020).

We have previously investigated bladder cancer cell growth and
metabolic pathways using the CAM model (Vantaku et al., 2019, 2020),
melanoma growth and survival (Lopez-Rivera et al., 2014), breast cancer
(Arnold et al., 2020), and prostate cancer metastasis (San Martin et al.,
2017). Successful engraftment and growth on the CAM is defined by
several parameters including visible tumor growth by brightfield imag-
ing, histological analyses of cancer cell morphological characteristics,
proliferation and apoptotic indices via Ki-67 and cleaved caspase 3, and
tumor specific markers if known.

For the current study, we collected and banked dozens of tumors from
bladder cancer patients pre- and post-chemotherapy. Preliminary kinome
pulldown profiling of collected MIBC specimens resistant to NAC has
revealed three promising kinases that display overactive kinase-substrate
relationships indicating over-active phosphorylation events. We hy-
pothesized that one or more of these over-active kinases may be
responsible for the chemo-resistant phenotype observed in patients and
leverage the CAMmodel for the rapid testing of small molecule inhibitors
against such kinases. We describe herein an in vivo method to engraft
primary tumors from MIBC patients on the chicken egg CAM-PDX model
to rapidly generate models suitable for pre-clinical therapeutic testing.
Our results suggest that targeting the epidermal growth factor receptor
family of kinases may provide a way to circumvent MIBC cisplatin-based
chemotherapy resistance. These PDX tumors offer the opportunity to
inform future pre-clinical and subsequent clinical trials in an effort to
streamline personalized medicine for otherwise terminal disease
patients.

2. Methods

2.1. Human patient sample acquisition

All patients signed an informed consent and human bladder cancer
specimens were obtained under our Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approved biobanking protocol (H-14435). Clinical and pathologic data
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are linked to pathologic specimens through our IRB approved protocol
for our patient database Caisis (H- 22878) and de-identified patient de-
mographics are reported in Table 1. All chicken egg experiments were
conducted in accordance with the American Veterinary Medical Associ-
ation with the approval of Baylor College of Medicine's institutional
animal care and use committee (AN-7103). Tumor tissue for CAM ex-
periments was transported in cold RPMI-1640 medium (Thermo-Fisher).
Tumor specimens were either engrafted directly on the CAM on the same
day acquired or were cryopreserved in freezing medium (RPMI-1640
supplemented with 50% FBS and 10% DMSO).
2.2. Housing fertilized eggs

Fertilized, specific pathogen free eggs (Charles River) were main-
tained at room temperature upon receipt to allow for acclimation for a
total of 2 hours. Eggs were placed narrow side pointing down on a crate
and set in a proper incubator (i.e. either cabinet or table-top incubator
with a turning rack) at a constant temperature of 37.8 �C and humidity
levels of 60% for seven days, ensuring the turning racks alternate posi-
tions once every hour.
2.3. Egg preparation

Eggs are removed from incubator after seven days and a candling
lamp is applied to the eggs by placing them up against the light source as
previously published (Villanueva and Sikora, 2022). Briefly, fertilized
eggs are drilled into by creating a 2 � 2 cm opening on the shell in order
to expose the inner shell membrane (ISM). The ISM is removed to unmask
the CAM while providing enough surface area to place a 12 mm silicone
ring on the exposed membrane. A piece of transparent tape is placed over
the shell opening to cover the exposed area and the eggs are moved to a
tabletop incubator without any rotation and with a constant temperature
of 37.8 �C and humidity levels of approximately 60% for a minimum of 2
hours prior to engraftment of tumors.
2.4. Tumor mincing, inoculation, and drug treatment

Matrigel® (Corning Life Sciences) is thawed on ice for several hours
prior to engraftment. Using our published technique, tumor fragments
are manually minced until completely dissociated into a uniform ho-
mogenate (Villanueva and Sikora, 2022). Tumor homogenates are
reconstituted with equal parts of PBS (supplemented with magnesium
and calcium) andMatrigel® and engrafted on the CAMwithin the silicone
ring. Four days after engraftment, tumors on the CAM are treated topi-
cally with saline and/or DMSO vehicle control, gemcitabine (Catalog#
1288463, Millipore Sigma) and cisplatin (Catalog# 232120, Millipore
Sigma), Afatinib (Catalog# S1011, Selleck Chemicals), Abemaciclib
(Catalog# S5716, Selleck Chemicals), or AZD4547 (Catalog# S2801,
Selleck Chemicals). Eggs received a daily treatment regimen until day
seven of the study.
2.5. Tumor fragment inoculation on CAM

Viably frozen bladder tumors are retrieved from the cryogenic chest
freezer and quickly thawed using a 37 �C water bath. Thawed tumors are
immediately removed from cryogenic vials and transferred to cold, sterile
PBS supplemented with pen-strep for a quick rinse inside a biosafety
cabinet. Freshly-resected tumors from the O.R. are transported to the lab
and washed in cold, sterile PBS supplemented with pen-strep. Fresh or
thawed tumors are cut into 2–3 mm fragments on ice to deter necrosis.
The tumor fragments are dipped in Matrigel® and placed directly on top
of the CAM and inside the silicone ring. Number of eggs used and suc-
cessful engraftments of tumor fragments are summarized in Table 2.



Table 1. Patient demographic information. NAC: neoadjuvant chemotherapy, GemCis; gemcitabine plus cisplatin, NED: no evidence of disease, MVAC: methotrexate,
vinblastine, doxorubicin, and cisplatin, 5-FU: fluorouracil, MMC: mitomycin C, NA: Not applicable, Pre Chemo: pre chemotherapy in locally advanced or metastatic
setting, XRT: radiation therapy, Pembro: pembrolizumab, Fresh: tumor specimen engrafted directly from operating room, Cryo: tumor specimen engrafted from cry-
opreserved specimen, Minced: tumor specimen was engrafted as finely minced homogenate, Fragment: tumor specimen was engrafted as 2–3 mm fragment.

Sample ID Gender Age Ethnicity Histology Therapy Agent Pre or Post
NAC

Disease Status Experiment

BGB987445 Male 80 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial GemCIS Pre NAC Dead from disease PDX Growth Optimization (Fresh-
Minced)

BGB420711 Male 72 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial MVAC Pre NAC Alive NED PDX Growth Optimization (Fresh-
Minced)

BGB649851 Male 71 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial No NAC NA Alive NED PDX Growth Optimization (Fresh-
Minced)

BGB247270 Male 83 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial w/85%
Squamous

5-FU/MMC Pre Chemo/
XRT

Alive with disease PDX Growth Optimization (Fresh-
Fragment)

BGB676371 Male 62 Hispanic or Latino Urothelial MVAC Pre NAC Alive NED PDX Growth Optimization (Fresh-
Fragment)

BGB691147 Female 59 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Squamous Unknown Pre Chemo Alive with disease PDX Growth Optimization (Fresh-
Fragment)

BGB687812 Male 78 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial No NAC NA Alive, disease status
unknown

PDX Growth Optimization (Cryo-
Fragment)

BGB864465 Male 48 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial GemCIS Pre NAC Alive NED PDX Growth Optimization (Cryo-
Fragment)

BGB248720 Male 79 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial No NAC NA Alive NED PDX Growth Optimization (Cryo-
Fragment)

BGB331255 Male 77 Hispanic or Latino Urothelial GemCIS Pre NAC Alive NED PDX Growth Optimization (Cryo,
Fresh-Fragment)

BGB490421 Male 92 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial Capecitabine Post NAC Alive with disease Chemotherapy Test

BGB450466 Female 70 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial GemCIS Pre NAC Dead from disease Chemotherapy Test

BGB680543 Male 61 Black or African
American

Urothelial GemCIS þ Celecoxib þ
Pembro

Pre NAC Alive NED Chemotherapy Test

BGB448649 Male 72 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial Gemcitabine Pre NAC Alive with disease Chemotherapy Test

BGB450544 Male 63 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial GemCIS Pre NAC Alive with disease Chemotherapy Test

BGB510249 Female 67 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial GemCIS Pre NAC Dead from disease Chemotherapy Test

BGB450466 Female 70 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial GemCIS Post NAC Dead from disease Kinase Inhibitor

BGB352747 Male 82 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial GemCIS Post NAC Dead from disease Kinase Inhibitor

BGB644697 Male 61 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial GemCIS Pre NAC Alive NED Kinase Inhibitor

BGB581979 Male 72 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial Gemcitabine þ Cisplatin
þ Pembro

Post NAC Deceased with
unknown cause

Kinase Inhibitor

BGB540726 Male 56 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial GemCIS Post NAC Dead from disease Kinase Inhibitor

BGB352747 Male 82 Not Hispanic or
Latino

Urothelial GemCIS Post NAC Dead from disease Kinase Inhibitor
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2.6. Tumor imaging and growth assessment

Prior to PDX removal from the CAM, photographic images are
taken at days four (i.e., beginning of treatment) and seven (end of
treatment) post inoculation. Tumor size is calculated by measuring the
percent surface area of growth inside of the 9 mm silicone ring using
Table 2. CAM-PDX take rates from fresh and cryopreserved tumors engrafted as
fragments in PDX Growth Optimization experiments listed on Table 1.

Cryo-Fragments Fresh-Fragments

Unique patient samples engrafted 3 4

Number of eggs used 28 13

Number of PDX models generated 9 9

Take rate 32.14% 69.23%

3

ImageJ (ImageJ, RRID: SCR_003070) software. To calculate effects
from drug treatments on tumor size, the delta of percent surface area
between days four and seven is calculated and reported as normalized
tumor size.
2.7. Tissue processing and histology

PDX tissues are removed by surgically dissecting the tumor and sur-
rounding CAM and rinsing with sterile PBS on a 6 cm Petri dish. The
removed tumor is resected from the CAM and either cryogenically pre-
served in freezing medium (RPMI supplemented with 50% FBS and 10%
DMSO) and/or fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin. Fixed tumors are
subsequently processed for embedding and sectioning. Paraffin-
embedded blocks are cut into 3 μm sections and stained with hematox-
ylin and eosin for histological analysis.
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2.8. Immunohistochemistry

Sections (3 μm) are deparaffinized and rehydrated into 1X PBS
through Xylenes (Sigma) and a series of graded ethanols. To retrieve
antigens, slides are heated in 1 mM Sodium Citrate buffer at a pH of 6.0
under pressurized conditions using a decloaker (Biocare Medical). To
prevent non-specific binding, sections are treated with 60 ul of blocking
Table 3. Tabular results from chemotherapy and small molecule inhibitor dose resp

Cisplatin Gemcitabine Combo

Best-fit values

β0 1.3 1.9 2

β1 �0.0043 �0.0033 �0.0062

X at 50% 295 587 329

Std. Error

β0 0.25 0.49 0.77

β1 0.00097 0.001 0.0021

X at 50% 63 149 106

95% CI (profile likelihood)

β0 0.80 to 1.8 1.0 to 3.0 0.74 to 3

β1 �0.0066 to �0.0026 �0.0055 to �0.0014 �0.011 to

X at 50% 191 to 445 353 to 1092 145 to 56

Odds ratios

β0 3.5 6.7 7.7

β1 1 1 0.99

95% CI (profile likelihood) for odds ratios

β0 2.2 to 5.8 2.8 to 20 2.1 to 51

β1 0.99 to 1.0 0.99 to 1.0 0.99 to 1

Is slope significantly non-zero?

|Z| 4.4 3.1 3

P value <0.0001 0.0018 0.0027

Deviation from zero? Significant Significant Significan

Likelihood ratio test

Log-likelihood ratio (G
squared)

49 26 19

P value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Reject Null Hypothesis? Yes Yes Yes

P value summary **** **** ****

Area under the ROC curve

Area 0.75 0.82 0.87

Std. Error 0.046 0.071 0.081

95% confidence interval 0.66 to 0.84 0.68 to 0.96 0.71 to 1

P value <0.0001 0.0001 0.0012

Goodness of Fit

Tjur's R squared 0.33 0.44 0.61

Cox-Snell's R squared 0.31 0.38 0.51

Model deviance, G squared 134 44 18

Equation log odds ¼
1.3–0.0043*X

log odds ¼
1.9–0.0033*X

log odds
2.0–0.006

Data summary

Rows in table 135 54 27

Rows skipped (missing
data)

0 0 0

Rows analyzed
(#observations)

135 54 27

Number of 1 79 35 15

Number of 0 56 19 12

Number of parameter
estimates

2 2 2

#observations/
#parameters

67.5 27 13.5

# of 1/#parameters 39.5 17.5 7.5

# of 0/#parameters 28 9.5 6

4

solution (1.25% goat serum, 5% BSA (Sigma), 0.5% Tween 20, and 1X
PBS) for 1 h at room temperature. Ki-67 (1:200, Agilent, GA62661-2,
RRID: AB_2687921) and cleaved caspase 3 (1:800, Cell Signaling Tech-
nology, 9661S, RRID: AB_2341188) are diluted in blocking solution.
Slides are incubated with primary antibodies at 4 �C overnight. Slides are
washed in 1X PBS supplemented with 0.04% Tween 20 and incubated
with Biotinylated Goat Anti-Mouse (Ki-67) and Anti-Rabbit (cleaved
onse studies.

Afatinib Abemaciclib AZD4547

2 1.6 1.6

2.6 �0.00094 2.2

�0.76 1745 �0.73

0.8 0.56 0.67

4.7 0.0011 3.1

1.5 1690 1.2

.9 0.63 to 4.0 0.63 to 2.9 0.39 to 3.1

�0.0029 �2.1 to 29 �0.0030 to 0.0013 �1.6 to 17

9 ??? to �0.037 612 to ??? ??? to �0.044

7.5 5.1 4.9

14 1 8.8

1.9 to 53 1.9 to 18 1.5 to 23

.0 0.13 to
2539493970211

1.0 to 1.0 0.20 to 17869430

0.57 0.89 0.7

0.5719 0.3732 0.4822

t NS NS NS

0.72 0.75 0.9

0.3967 0.3853 0.3438

No No No

ns ns ns

0.52 0.58 0.58

0.14 0.14 0.12

.0 0.25 to 0.79 0.31 to 0.85 0.34 to 0.81

0.9131 0.5338 0.6812

0.019 0.028 0.023

0.031 0.025 0.038

13 29 17

¼
2*X

log odds ¼ 2.0 þ
2.6*X

log odds ¼
1.6–0.00094*X

log odds ¼ 1.6 þ
2.2*X

23 30 23

0 0 0

23 30 23

21 24 20

2 6 3

2 2 2

11.5 15 11.5

10.5 12 10

1 3 1.5
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caspase 3) secondary antibodies (1:250, Life Technologies) for 1 h at
room temperature. Slides are incubated for 30 min at room temperature
with Avidin-Biotin Complex (ABC) reagent (Vector Laboratories) and
washed with 1X PBS supplemented with 0.04% Tween 20. Slides are
treated with DAB substrate kit (Vector Laboratories) for 1 min, washed
with distilled water, and counterstained with CAT Hematoxylin (Biocare
Medical). Slides are then dehydrated through a series of ethanols and
Xylenes, and mounted using Permount Mounting Medium (Electron
Microscopy Sciences).
2.9. Statistical analysis

Dose response curves were generated using simple logistic regression
with a goodness of fit and Area Under the Curve metrics. Tabular results
for dose response curves are reported in Table 3. Tumor size is calculated
as described above and the normalized tumor growth size differences
between vehicle and treated eggs are assessed using a non-parametric,
Mann Whitney test (Prism, GraphPad Software). Ki-67 and cleaved cas-
pase 3 were quantified by taking a minimum of three representative
images for each parent or CAM-PDX sample and counting the total
number of Ki-67 or CC3 expressing cells and dividing them by the total
number of nuclei in each 400� field. Differences in proliferation or
apoptosis were analyzed using an unpaired t-test withWelch's correction.

3. Results

3.1. Muscle invasive bladder cancer PDX growth optimization on the
chicken embryo CAM

Our first objective was to optimize the engraftment procedure of
patient-derived MIBC xenografts using the CAM assay. To achieve this,
we used both biobanked and fresh tumor samples obtained at the time of
a transurethral resection of a bladder tumor (TURBT) procedure. These
tumors contain a complete patient history profile that allowed selection
of tumors that met the criteria of pre-neoadjuvant chemotherapy
Figure 1. MIBC PDX growth optimization on CAM. Brightfield images of urothelial P
minced products, cryopreserved tumors as C) fragments or D) minced products. Hema
E) fragments or F) minced products, and cryopreserved tumors as G) fragments or H

5

sensitive or resistant and post-neoadjuvant chemotherapy resistant out-
comes. Two different approaches were tested including fine mincing and
fragment engraftment on the CAM. Tumor sources included cry-
opreserved tumors and specimens obtained directly from the operating
room, both comprising a subset of the total tumors utilized throughout
this study (see specimens used for PDX Growth Optimization in Table 1).
In order to confirm that tumors successfully engrafted on the CAM, we
isolated a small piece of the tumor after engraftment on the CAM for
selected tumors (Figure 1A, B, C, D) and processed the specimens for
histological review. Our results show that most primary tumors engrafted
on the CAM as minced homogenates adopt a different morphological
phenotype compared to the parent tumors (Figure 1F & H). However,
tumors engrafted on the CAM as small, undisrupted fragments grow well
and display a histology that is reminiscent of the original tumor
(Figure 1E & G). To confirm the fidelity of PDX tumors on the CAM, we
compared the histological properties of original parent tumors to CAM-
PDXs engrafted as tumor fragments. We found concordance in all tumors
that successfully engrafted from cryopreserved and fresh tumors ob-
tained directly from the operating room (Figure 2A, B, C, D). The take
rates for tumors engrafted from cryopreserved fragments was 32% (9 of
28) vs. 69% (9 of 13) for tumor fragments that were obtained fresh
directly from the operating room (Table 2). To determine viability of
tumors engrafted on CAM-PDX we assessed proliferation and apoptosis
using Ki-67 and cleaved caspase 3 markers, respectively. Proliferation
was maintained mostly in CAM-PDX tumors to their parental counter-
parts (Figure 2E, F, G, H), although Ki-67 expression was better retained
in tumors engrafted from frozen specimens compared to fresh ones
(Figure 2M and O). Apoptosis did not increase significantly in tumors
successfully grown on CAMs, except for one model tested (Figure 2I, J, K,
L, N, P).
3.2. Chemotherapy dose response test on CAM model

In order to establish the appropriate dose for chemotherapeutic
agents and kinase inhibitors that were to be tested on the CAM assay,
DX on CAM from freshly obtained operating room tumors as A) fragments or B)
toxylin and eosin stained tumors from freshly obtained operating room tumors as
) minced products. Scale bar ¼ 2.25 mm (CAM tumors) and 50 μm (histology).



Figure 2. Histopathological concordance between parent and PDX tumors. Histology of urothelial cancer from patients prior to receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy
in A) Hematoxylin and eosin (H & E) parent tumors and B) matching CAM-PDX and tumor specimens after receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy in C) hematoxylin and
eosin parent tumor and D) matching CAM-PDX. Immunohistochemistry of pre-NAC cryopreserved for Ki-67 in E) parent tumors and F) CAM-PDX and cleaved caspase
3 in I) parent and J) CAM-PDX. Post-NAC freshly obtained tumor stained for Ki-67 in G) parent tumors and H) CAM-PDX and cleaved caspase 3 in K) parent tumors and
L) CAM-PDX. Scale bar ¼ 50 μm. Quantification of Ki-67 and CC3 in M-N) frozen and O–P) fresh tumors. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ns: not significant. Data are rep-
resented as the mean � S.E.M.
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we performed a dose response curve on ungrafted, seven-day old chick
embryos (E7) for a total of five days and assessed viability. To mimic
the chemotherapeutic combination administered in the clinical setting,
we treated embryos topically on ungrafted CAMs with cisplatin and
gemcitabine independently and in combination at various concentra-
tions (Figure 3). The LD50 for both cisplatin and gemcitabine when
administered independently was 295 and 587 μM (Figure 3B and
Table 3). Our results further demonstrated the LD50 for cisplatin and
gemcitabine in combination was 329 μM, therefore, we reasoned that
50 μM of chemotherapy would be an acceptable dose that embryos with
a tumor burden could tolerate. These results suggest that the CAM-PDX
model can be used to test chemotherapy doses lower than 329 μM to
interrogate the effects of cisplatin and gemcitabine on MIBC engrafted
tumors.

3.3. Small molecule inhibitor dose response test on CAM model

We also tested themaximum tolerable dose of selected small molecule
inhibitors on the CAM assay by performing subsequent dose response
curves using the kinase inhibitors: Afatinib, Abemaciclib, and AZD4547.
These small molecules target EGFR/HER2, CDK4/6, and FGFR respec-
tively and were selected based on preliminary proteomics data (not
shown) suggesting they are important in promoting growth of MIBC re-
sidual disease. Treatment at concentrations of each inhibitor up to 1 mM
resulted in no significant lethality on chick embryos compared to the
vehicle control group (LD50 > 1 mM). Results from these dose response
curve studies suggest that EGFR/HER2, CDK4/6, and FGFR pathways are
not critical for the viability of chick embryos at the doses and times given
(Figure 4) and can therefore be safely used on the CAM-PDX model
without compromising embryos.
6

3.4. Clinical resistance to cisplatin-based chemotherapy of pre-NAC MIBC
tumors is maintained in CAM-PDX

To test concordance of parental tumor therapy response in the clinic
with PDX tumors engrafted on the CAM, we performed a one-week
chemotherapy treatment study on PDX tumors that were clinically
defined as resistant to chemotherapy administered in the pre-
neoadjuvant (pre-NAC) setting. Primary MIBC tumors were engrafted
on the CAM and allowed to seed for three days and treated with a
combination of cisplatin and gemcitabine chemotherapy daily for a total
of four days. Treatment with chemotherapy failed to reduce gross tumor
size (Figure 5A, B). Furthermore, treatment with chemotherapy
increased Ki-67 and cleaved caspase 3 compared to vehicle treatment on
CAM-PDX (Figure 5C). This result suggests that PDX tumors on the CAM
recapitulate the clinical chemotherapy resistance phenotype of MIBC
tumors treated in the neoadjuvant setting.

3.5. Chemotherapy resistant post-NAC MIBC PDXs respond to EGFR/Her2
inhibitor

After establishing a pre-NAC resistant model of MIBC on the CAM, we
sought to demonstrate the feasibility of the CAM-PDX model by per-
forming proof-of-concept studies using the selected kinase inhibitors
tested in Figure 4. To perform these experiments, we employed primary
MIBC tumors that were treated with chemotherapy and became resistant
in the post neoadjuvant (post-NAC) setting (Table 1). Following seeding
on the CAM, PDX tumors were allowed to engraft for three days and were
treated with either Afatinib, Abemaciclib, or AZD4547 on day four. Tu-
mors were measured at the time of initial treatment administration and at
the end of the study. Tumor growth measurements show that Afatinib



Figure 3. Effect of chemotherapy on chicken embryo viability. A) Schematic of chemotherapy dose response treatment on ungrafted chicken egg CAM. B) Cisplatin
and gemcitabine independent treatment and combination dose response curves. Data are presented as an average of two to four independent experiments.
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was the only inhibitor that reduced the size of tumors when compared to
the vehicle control (Figure 6). In fact, Abemaciclib appears to promote
tumor growth compared to the vehicle control, while AZD4547 has no
obvious effect on gross tumors. These results suggest that EGFR/Her2
may be important for the growth of chemotherapy resistant bladder
cancers.

4. Discussion

The CAM-PDX is continuously growing as an advanced 3D, in ovo
model to leverage fertilized chicken embryo eggs for the engraftment of
patient-derived tumor specimens. The results reported here are an
extension of the ability of this assay to model patient urologic cancers
(Hu et al., 2019; Vantaku et al., 2019). We report the optimization of
growth conditions for MIBC tumors on the chicken embryo CAM for the
purpose of testing novel compounds targeting chemotherapy-resistant
bladder cancers. In addition, the CAM-PDX model is able to preserve
the histological architecture, cell proliferation, and apoptotic phenotypes
of matched parental tumors. Our cell proliferation data in matched
parent tumors and xenografts engrafted from cryopreserved specimens
(Figure 2M) versus freshly-obtained tumors (Figure 2O) was surprising
given that we observe the opposite effect in breast cancer PDXs grown on
CAM models. This discrepancy may be due to the small number of
bladder cancer CAM-PDXs we have compared in our study and will likely
improve as we increase our sample size. Furthermore, CAM-PDX model
experiments demonstrate concordance with clinical outcomes of tumors
in patients that received cisplatin-based chemotherapy and proof of
principle studies support the feasibility of using this platform as a way to
test small molecule inhibitors.

The availability of faster, cheaper, and feasible models without
compromising fidelity of disease modeling is critical in the pre-clinical
7

phase of therapeutic development. Our study reported here presents a
method of employing the three R's in animal research (reduce, replace,
and refine) as a strategy to quickly screen through promising, investi-
gational compounds on patient-derived bladder tumors that have failed
to respond to chemotherapy. Results from the current study demonstrate
that the CAM-PDX model provides a niche for mimicking growth char-
acteristics of the parental human tumors. The quick turnaround of this
model allows investigators to test in ovo PDX tumor response to chemo-
therapy and small molecule inhibitors within a week of engraftment.
Such expedited pre-clinical studies are invaluable towards informing
more sophisticated and costly mouse PDX studies or can potentially be
informative for clinicians treating patients presenting with locally
advanced or metastatic bladder cancers.

The unique ability to employ the CAM platform for modelling of
clinically-defined chemotherapy resistant bladder cancers is an invalu-
able tool that presents the opportunity for studying resistance mecha-
nisms. The CAM-PDX assay as a true in vivomodel recapitulates aspects of
cancer not found in in vitro 3D models such as spheroids (e.g. vasculari-
zation), and engrafted tumors are far more accessible and amenable to
manipulation than mouse PDX models. It also has the advantage of pre-
serving the human tumor microenvironment with little interference from
the chicken egg CAM stroma.While the CAMmodel has clear advantages,
it also has limitations including current incapability of establishing stable
PDX lines, inability to perform immuno-oncology studies, topical drug
delivery methods may not be physiologically relevant, and a limited
number of reagents (i.e. antibodies, primers, probes, etc.) that are
compatible with avian species (DeBord et al., 2018; Ribatti, 2016). Of
relevance to this study is the drug delivery via topical application of
chemotherapy and small molecules, while very localized, has the possi-
bility of not reaching the entire tumor area. This limitation requires
further investigation by comparing topical versus injected compounds on



Figure 4. Effect of kinase inhibitors on chicken embryo viability. A) Schematic of kinase inhibitor dose response treatment on ungrafted chicken egg CAM. Kinase
inhibitor dose response curves for B) Afatinib, C) Abemaciclib, and D) AZD4547. Data are represented as a percentage �S.E.M.

Figure 5. CAM-PDX chemotherapy resistance is concordant with that of pre-NAC MIBC tumors clinically resistant to GC. Brightfield photographs of MIBC chemo-
resistant tumors engrafted on the CAM and treated with gemcitabine plus cisplatin (GC). B) Tumor size differences between vehicle and GC treated samples indi-
cate a similar response to chemotherapy as their matched patient samples (patient tumor data not shown). C) Immunohistochemistry for proliferation marker Ki-67
and apoptosis marker cleaved caspase 3 in vehicle and GC chemotherapy. Arrowheads indicate positive staining. Scale bar ¼ 2.25 mm (CAM tumors) and 50 μm
(histology). Data are represented as the mean � S.E.M.
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Figure 6. CAM-PDX kinase inhibitor
response in post-NAC MIBCs clinically
resistant to GC. A) Chemo-resistant tu-
mors (post-NAC) engrafted on the CAM
and treated with vehicle (Veh), afatinib
(Afa), abemaciclib (Abe), and AZD4547
(AZD). B) Tumor size differences be-
tween vehicle and kinase inhibitor
treated samples. Tumor growth is
normalized to first day of treatment (i.e.
day 4 post engraftment). Each data point
represents a biological replicate. C) H &
E and Ki-67 staining of vehicle and afa-
tinib treated tumors. Arrowheads indi-
cate positive stain. Scale bars ¼ 2.25
mm (CAM tumors) and 50 μm (histol-
ogy). Data are represented as the mean
� S.E.M.
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the CAM and tracking their bioavailability and distribution via follow up
studies with NMR spectroscopy or similar methods. These drawbacks are
well known, however, the CAM model offers scalability coupled with
low-cost, and is not subject to ethical restrictions that require prior
approval notorious in rodent PDX models. As such, CAM-PDX models of
bladder cancer offer unique and complimentary experiments to rodent
PDX models that will save time and resources.

We present a compelling approach to model bladder cancers resistant
to cisplatin-based chemotherapy. Our initial characterization efforts,
while important for disease modeling, are only part of a larger effort to
establish concurrence with human tumors. It will be equally important to
employ next-generation sequencing technologies on CAM-based bladder
cancer models in order to determine germline mutational status, copy
number variations, transcriptomic, and proteomic profiling. Addition-
ally, the CAM-PDX model versatility offers the ability to study other
processes important to the development and progression of tumors (i.e.
angiogenesis, invasion, metastasis, hypoxia, etc.) as well as the feasibility
of employing longitudinal imaging and biosafety evaluation of promising
compounds (Power et al., 2022; Sarogni et al., 2022). Such analyses will
allow the assessment of tumor heterogeneity preservation and function
on CAM-based models and better define their relevance to pre-clinical
drug testing studies.
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